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gig-Egypt participated in the United Nations Global Compact and further 

development in the 17 of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s)  

initiatives #1-No Poverty,#3-Good Health and Well-Being, #4 Quality 

Education, #5 Gender Equality, #7 Affordable and Clean Energy, 

#8 Decent Work and Economic Growth,#9, #11 Sustainable Cities 

and Communities,# 13-Climate Action,#14-Life Below Water and 

#17-Partnerships for the Goals. After joining the UNGC -United Nations 

Global Compact in 2017, we have instilled in our organization the core 

values of sustainability and participation in the local Global Compact. Our 

company has committed itself to the 10 universal principles on human 

rights, labor, the environment, and anti-corruption and made progress 

that will advance society. CSR is embedded in our corporate values 

and governing objective, as well as legal and regulatory compliance.Our 

overall goal is to have and make an improvement in the world around us. 

As our motto states ‘From Origin to Excellence‘, as we live our coroporate 

responsiblity.
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CoP 27: in Egypt November 2022 - Sham El Shiehk - Egypt

Over 90 countries will participate in the COP -27 in Egypt.

What’s on the agenda for COP27? 

Pressure for the rest of the world to help EM meet climate commitments 

will include Securing and 

de-risking financing to help 

emerging markets meet 

climate commitments will 

be a central focus at Egypt-

hosted COP27.

It will stress that 

expectations placed on EMs 

need to be adjusted for their 

contribution to emissions and their ability to lock down the financing they 

need to meet climate goals.

Despite Africa only being responsible for 4% of global carbon emissions, 

there’s so much that is put on [these] markets to deliver on global climate 

action commitments. 

COME SEE EGYPT  on NOVEMBER 7-18 ,2022 @ the CoP -27 !  
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About gig-Egypt | New HQ Opened in 2021

• gig-Egypt is an Egyptian Insurance company established under the 

Egyptian Insurance Law No.10 of 1980.

• A member of the Egyptian Insurance Federation.

• An Egyptian non-life insurance arm of gig group which has very strong 

presence in about 13 countries in the MENA region, after the recent 

AXA Gulf acquistion. Ownership structural is dominated by gig group’s 

share of more than 99% of the company’s paid up capital.

• gig-Egypt started doing business since July 1st, 1994.

• gig-Egypt maintains underwriting excellence as a key strategic goal, and 

that support the company to be #1 in terms of underwriting profitability 

in the Egyptian market for years with exceptional combined ratio.                 

(5 years average growth rate is 23%).

• The company has achieved extraordinary growth rate in terms of GPW 

far exceeding the market trends.

• The company has 22 branches covering all governates (Cairo, Ismailia, 

Suez, Port Said, Tanta, Mansoura, Alexandria, Hurghada, Sharm El-

Sheikh, Sohag, Assiut, Luxor and El-Menya).

• gig-Egypt is a member of the UN Global Compact.
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Principles for Responsible Investment

• Incorporates ESG issues into investment analysis 
and      decision-making processes.

• Incorporates ESG issues into our ownership policies 
and practices.

• Seeks appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the 
entities in which we invest.

• Promotes acceptance and implementation of 
Principles within the investment industry.

• Works together to enhance our effectiveness in 
implementing the principles.

• Reports on our activities and progress towards 
implementing the principles.
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Key Financial Figures | End of Fiscal Year 2021

Gross Premium1,463
M

Paid Claims

Total Shareholders Equity

Policy Holders Right

553
M

789
M

578
M
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Key Financial Figures | End of Fiscal Year 2021

Technical Surplus238
M

Net Profit

Total Investment

Total Assets

190
M

1,477
M

2,192
M
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Market Share

Nominations & Prizes

The company has achieved gradual increase in market share  of 7% 
at year end fiscal year 2021.

gig-Egypt is keen to get credit rating at international scale not local scale 
from two internationally recognized rating agencies  AM Best & Moody’s; 
and despite the negative consequences that COVID 19 pandemic causes , gig 
Egypt was able to maintain and continue to improving its financial strength 
and capital adequacy levels.

Financial strength rating of B++, and Issuer credit rating of bbb+ with stable 
outlook from AM Best. After the recent upgrade in 2019 , in its most recent 
review , AM best affirmed the company’s credit rating @ B++ / bbb+ with 
“Stable” outlook ( the highest rating given by the rating agency to an Egyp-
tian insurance company for its own financial strength - take aside the rating 
offered to one other company in the market but due to guarantees from the 
parent companies abroad ).

Moody’s as well recently affirmed gig Egypt’s rating @ Ba2 with “Stable” out-
look . The rating was upgraded many times in the last 4 years, and is current-
ly 3 notes higher than Egypt’s sovereign rating and any rating given by the 
rating agency to any Egyptian financial institution .
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Awards

2020 & 2021 were exceptional years as gig-Egypt awarded many 
prestigious awards affirming its exceptional role in the market and the quality 
of service it offers to its clients.
2020 Awards
• Best Non-Life Commercial Insurance Company in 2020 form international 
finance magazine.
• North African Insurer of The Year 2020 from MENAIR Awards
• General Insurance Company Of The Year 2020 Egypt from International 
Business Magazine Award.
• Best Non-Life Commercial Insurance Company, Egypt 2020 from the 
Global Economics.
• Best General Insurance Company 2020 from The Congress of Medical and 
Healthcare Insurance of the Afro-Asian Insurance Federation.
• Best Auto Insurance Company Egypt  2020 from Global Banking &      
finance review.
2021 Awards
• Insurance Provider of the Year 2021 Egypt from Global Insurance and Risk 
Management Awards 2021.
• Best General Insurance Products Providers  Egypt from African Excellence 
Awards hosted by MEA markets.
• Mr. Alaa El-Zoheiry, gig-Egypt’s MD won  Insurance Professional of the 
Year from MENA Insurance Awards 2021.
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gig-Egypt participates:
Dar Al Orman Association.
The Orman Society provides seasonal 
assistance, which is: distributing sacrificial 
meat, Ramadan cartons, winter blankets, 
and participating in the Orphan’s Day. 
In addition to 
the work of 
development 
projects for the 
incapable of widows and without income, 
such as: kiosks and livestock heads, 
and providing loans to finance various 
development projects, whether industrial, 
commercial or service, and in the 
medical field that supports heart and eye 
operations, and the delivery of prosthetic 
devices and prosthetic limbs.

Ahl Masr Hospital is the first hospital of its 
kind in Egypt, the Middle East and Africa 
to offer free treatment to 
trauma and burn victims 
in Egypt. Situated on a 
45,354m plot of land in 
the Fifth Settlement in the 
New Cairo district.

gig-Egypt COVID-19 Protocols:
According to the last updated as of end 
year 2021, 92% of gig-Egypt employees 
are vaccinated.

The daily applied rules include, daily 
temperature scanning on entrance, face 
masks handed out to employees at 
the front desk, hand sanitizers available 
at each floor. In case any employee 
is reported poisitive he following 
cycle takes place for the safety of 
the employee as well as his / her 
colleagues:
• The employee is asked to visit a 
physician immediately using his / her 
Medical Insurance Card
• If requested by the physician (the 
employee is to do lab analysis, CT 
Chest x-ray and a PCR test) and submit 
it to the HR dept.
• If tested positive or recommended by 
doctor to stay home (the employee is to 
submit the official medical report made 
by the physician to be eligible for a sick 
leave)
• The employee is to resume work 
after the duration mentioned in the 
physician’s report
• In case the employee still feels unwell, 
shall visit the physician again to decide 
the extension of the sick leave or not
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gig-Egypt promote ‘Good Health’  by including “State of the Art “ gym ,for 
employees to use. We have the responsibility to encourage health and well-being 
of the workforce. Work related stress, diseases, and infections all negatively affect 
the productivity and efficiency of any employee. This is built into our business 
strategy and 
organizational 
Sustainability . 

MAGDI YACOUB GLOBAL HEART CENTRE
Our objective is to meet the increasing demand for cardiovascular care by 
expanding the size of the facility to be able to, accommodate up to 120,000 
outpatients annually and treat up to 12,000 patients annually. The Magdi Yacoub 
Heart Foundation (MYF) 
– an Egyptian registered 
charity NGO – was 
founded in 2008 by Sir 
Magdi Yacoub, the late 
Dr. Ahmed Zewail and 
Ambassador Mohamed 
Shaker. MYF is one of 
the exceptional projects  effecting Education Training and Medical treatment related 
to health and wellbeing.
MYHF provides high-quality treatment to the underprivileged providing free medical 
care services, as well as advanced training programs for personnel, including 
nurses, doctors and technicians. With the establishment of the Magdi Yacoub 
Global Heart Centre in Cairo, we will be able to triple the service and the amount 
of hearts saved, all free-of-charge and with the latest technology and technique 
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The children’s cancer hospital Egypt 57357 is an incredible project that is a true 
example of the goodness of mankind and what can be achieved when people 
work together for a common goal. Egyptians and people from all over the world 
and most particularly in the Arab world have contributed generously to the hospital 
in their wish to support change and improvement and also in their desire to 
contribute in any way for the future of our countries and our children, both the sick 
and healthy.

Hospital 57357 provides quality care and cure for all patients without discrimination 
for free. Am Cham member Mr. Ellis from gig - Egypt, had the idea to start “Make 
a wish” campaign. We took some of our HEROES (Cancer Children Hospital 
57357) to ride horses as part of their new MAKE A WISH initiative.
gig - Egypt would like to share the results, below the Cancer Children in the 
hospital 57357:
Make a Wish.This was a wish the cancer children has and we made it come true.

The children’s cancer hospital Egypt 5735 is an incredible project that is a true 
example of the goodness of mankind and what can be achieved when people 
work together for a common goal. Egyptians have contributed generously to the 
hospital to support change to improve the future of our country and our children, 
both the sick and healthy.
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gig-Egypt believes that education is called the greater equalizer. We invest in 
education to help people thrive, and one of our most important initiatives, which 
included gig-Egypt and Nahdet Misr for press media sponsored the annual Let’s 
paint our moment competition, organized by the Egyptian culture center, where the 
winners of the competition received prizes. The competition aimed to express the 
depth of the Egyptian culture through various antiquities of Egypt which reflects 
directly on the aesthetics of the monuments and it composition in a way that 
enhances the connection of your youth to their unique homeland through art. The 
art works varied for different age groups, from 8 to 28 years old, to include creative 
ideas and various schools of plastic art.
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gig-Egypt raised awareness on the occasion of international women’s day that was 

celebrated by the employees. An awareness seminar about breast cancer was 

held for all females at the company. the company distributed discounts on motor 

insurance policies and personal accidents during the month for all females. Mr. Alaa 

El-Zoheiry, CEO of gig-Egypt concluded the celebration by affirming continuation of 

full support for Baheya Foundation.

In our efforts to encourage and foster women in 

the work place : we have increased the number 

of women hired and promoted in gig Egypt . 

To achieve Gender Equality and Empower all 

women .This is a fundamental human right for all 

women. They must experience equal rights and 

their potential as economic, social and sustainable 

development ‘ agents ‘ for Women in the work force .

9 326 6
Total Number
of Employees

Total Number
of women 
department 

heads

Total Number
of women branch 

managers

Number of Employees Number of Managers

20% 80% 32% 68%
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Solar Energy- Strategic investment in Egypt’s solar energy is among the most effective 
ways to decarbonize: Investors wanting to make substantial climate-related impact 
in Africa with solar farm construction. Solar plant construction in strategic locations 
in Egypt should be an investment priority, to shift away from our current fossil fuel 
reliance. The bottom line for Egypt: the electricity sector could save by installing 
solar farms, rather than fossil fuel alternatives, by constructing solar farms in optimum 
zones in Egypt is 29.7% lower than investing in combined-gas turbines, and 37% 
lower than investing in diesel generators to avoid potential carbon lock-ins Egypt’s 
“current heavy electricity dependence on fossil fuels means there’s great potential for 
emissions reduction from the power sector”. 
Some 165.7 bn kWh of Egypt’s electricity is 
produced by fossil fuels. As recently as 2019, 
natural gas made up an estimated 77% of 
Egypt’s electricity mix.

Meanwhile, our renewables are primed for 
substantial growth: Egypt’s installed renewable 
capacity is set to rise by 68% or 4 GW in the 
coming five years.This would bring our total 
capacity to around 10.1 GW by 2026, up 
from 6.1 GW currently. Egypt has “213 MW 
of solar PV IPP projects under construction, 
one 250 MW wind IPP project under construction, and 120 MW of wind capacity. 
Reducing our dependence on fossil fuels isn’t just about emissions reduction — it’s 
also important for energy security. Meanwhile, our ballooning population will also 
massively increase energy demand, “With a projected population increase of 69.5mn 
by 2050. So why solar in particular? 

It isn’t just our sunshine, it’s also our stability: Egypt’s high yearly average insolation 
(or exposure to the sun’s rays) is a key factor.There’s so much more than Benban.



With solar being one of the fastest growing renewable energy resources in the world, 
those who invest in, develop, install and maintain solar energy operations face a 
unique set of challenges.
gig-Egypt offers specialized coverage’s and risk strategies to protect solar industry 
which generate and Transmit of Electricity and Auxiliary Services. gig provides a 
broad range of insurance products to 
meet the needs of solar energy customers 
at all stages of the solar lifecycle – from 
investment to power generation.The scope 
of cover is so wider to extend to cover 
Builders’ Risk, Inland Marine Solar Pak, 
Equipment Breakdown, physical Damage, 
loss of profit, Machinery Breakdown, General 
Liability and political violence for all the insured assets and their employees  
gig-Egypt has covered around 50% Plants station of total plants which located 
in BenBan Site, Aswan. Solar plants are facing more new charges: Solar plants 
producing more than 500 KW of power will be required to pay fees to the Electricity 
Ministry to help defray the costs of connecting to the national grid a move that 
industry players say represents a threat to Egypt’s nascent solar sector.
The fees: Solar plant operators will pay EGP 0.257- 0.329 per KWh in “integration 
fees,”  by the Egyptian Electric Utility & Consumer Protection Regulatory Agency 
(Egyptera). All solar plants over 500 KW whether the energy is only being used 
for self-consumption or whether the excess is being fed into the grid under a net 
metering system.

gig-Egypt is developing reliable products to ensure access to affordable, sustainable 
and modern energy from clean sources such as solar, wind and thermal for all 
by 2030. Also efforts to encourage clean energy by 
considering the relationship of insurance coverage with 
electric cars, as well as the development of goals and 
effective ways to reduce pollution rates, toxic emission 
and limit future climate changes.
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gig-Egypt were one of the first insurance companies to start “DIGITAL” Signatures 
and “Premium” payment with Fintech partners “. This will make the purchase of 
insurance products easier for the public ,so that ,they can mitigate risk for small and 
medium enterprises. Implementing changes thru the Egypt Insurance Federation 
under the leadership of  Mr. Alaa El-
Zohiery as President of the Federation. 
The Egypt Federation of Insurance is 
developing “  Insurance Awareness  “ 
for the importance of Insurance in Rural 
“Random Areas. In addition to the Egypt 
Post 4,000 Offices are a way to connect 
with SME’s. They are also in the early 
stages of the “ Insurance Pool “ which 
will give access to products to mitigate  
risks for the lower to middle income 
levels. gig-Egypt has over 1,000,000 
policies issued in Micro -insurance 
is a developing and growing product 
for the SME segment . Microinsurance 
will increase Insurance Penetration in 
the population. We were one of the 
first insurance companies to start “DIGITAL” Signatures and “Premium” payment 
with Fintech partners. There are ‘High Alert ‘ geographic areas that will require an 
insurance pool for “Natural Hazards” ,this is being studied and progressing to be 
presented for approvals from the insurance companies ,in the coming two years 
(2022-2024).

Covid-19 forces us to find better ways to handle daily work, so we had to make 
some major changes, like move to digitalization on various aspects, for example 
our filing system (to have a digital copy for all policies and documents) and get 
approvals from the regulator for digital signature on our policies, to facilitate issuance 
and delivery to clients. Also working from home for some time, made us appreciate 
working from the office with a face to face interaction with the work group. 

Insurance Premium Growth hit

120%
in 5 years
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Egypt is home to an emerging micro-insurance market of 27 million people, representing 
39 percent of the working population, according to Atlas Magazine. Earning $5 to $15 a 
day, the vast majority of this segment is unbanked and unfamiliar with insurance products, 
but new regulations are encouraging insurance companies to expand their services. Micro-
insurance is one of the major tools of micro finance, according to a report by Japan 
International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 
In Egypt, there is a strong potential for   growth   
with   currently   only 270,000 people {032 
percent of the population) covered  by  micro-
insurance, according to a MENA Insurance report, 
and the Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) 
has supported the establishment and growth 
of micro-insurance. In  2015, the Insurance Federation and the FRA issued a directive 
laying the foundation for micro-insurance in Egypt. Makeen Lotfy Abdullah, business and 
products development chief at gig-Egypt Insurance and head of the technical micro-insurance 
committee at the Insurance Federation of Egypt. 

Micro-insurance will be the most important tool for financial 
inclusion.The majority of beneficiaries are seasonal workers 
with no fixed income and do not belong to any syndicates.They 
have no life, health or property protection. Micro-insurance can 
generate financial inclusion at large as it will act as a guarantee 
for financiers when it comes to investing. It will be the bridge 
that people will cross for financing. The Insurance Federation in 
Egypt, in cooperation with the regulator, put together a concise 
policy that administrative contracts should avoid technical jargon. 
The aim is to make it easy to understand a policy’s requirements. Secondly, Egypt is doing 
its best to reduce the cost of insurance. Without good pricing, products will not be affordable 
for the target group. Micro-insurance in Egypt can start at EGP 50 ($3.18) per year. Today, 
any Egyptian can afford this. Thirdly, Egypt changed the distribution method where clients 
can receive their policies by email or WhatsApp from the comfort of their homes.They also 
can pay the fees in installments through a Meeza card,ATM or digital wallet. Egypt’s edge 
is our massive scale. Generating profit in micro-insurance requires a largE pool of potential 
customers, which we already have.With Egypt’s low penetration rates and high population, 
the demand for micro-insurance is extremely high. The market now incentivizes players 
to tailor their products to the needs of the population.It is a very in constant dialogue with 
industry. Africa are the best models to learn niche market with untapped players through the 
federation as many countries have succeeded in this are of micro insurance.

We acheived 1B and 315M EGP in premiums by 
the end of 2020 & we amin to raise that figure to 
105% by end of June 2021.
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One of gig-Egypt’s valued customer 
an international company who works 
in manufacturing sanitary field had 
a marine accident  «Cargo of ball 
clay» which is one of the major raw 
materials used in this industry. During 
the incident, the cargo was damaged  
due to water leakage where there 
was a loss of approximately 
700,000 Euros. Once gig-Egypt received the loss notification, we started to  take 
action against the shipping line and succeeded to make the shipping line pay the 
insured the losses directly in a timely 
fashion.The insured was very pleased 
with the swift response and send a 
thanking email note to appreciate the 
efforts in solving the case. Suez canal 
was first opened in 1869, in 2015 
the canal expanded to include a 22 
mile secondary channel, is 193.12 
km long and 205 m wide and 24 m 
deep.

Our continued partnerships with pioneers, strategic partners allows us to look 
forward and solve problems, moving us closer to the best possible future. Partner 
special programs to get committed to reduce its CO2 emissions. gig-Egypt believes 
in promoting urban agriculture. Encouraging healthy diets, participating in the new 
urban agenda supported and financed by the world bank. The world has been 
waging a fierce war against plastic for more than a year in an attempt to limit its 
health and environmental damage. The World Environment Day in June 2018 bore 
the title «Overcoming the Plastic Pollution, and the United Nations called at the time 
to reduce plastic consumption and create safe alternatives to it. Dozens of young 
people and institutions in Egypt, including gig-Egypt 
Insurance Company, cooperated with Plastic Bank, and 
more than 200 volunteers participated in the initiative 
to collect 4,000 kilograms of waste to be transported 
to recycling companies. To serve 14 of the sustainable 
development goals, achieve Egypt›s 2030 vision, and 
educate society about the importance of the proper 
disposal of plastic.
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Cyber Security
The Cyber Security Strategy was a new strategy introduced in 2017 following 
several successful and high-profile cyber-attacks on public and private 
organizations. The purpose of the strategy is to give assurance to residents and 

other stakeholders that every effort has and is being made 
to render our systems safe and to protect our data and 
our networks from attack or interference. The company’s 
procedures give emphasis to the prevention of an attack 
and minimizing the impact of a successful attack on the 
organization, its information, and its systems. Managers and 
staff throughout the organization have a role to play and 
procedures are in place to maintain awareness of cyber 
security issues. The company recognizes the need to be 
proactive in maintaining an awareness of Cyber Security 
issues and recognizes this by Including Cyber Security 
as a risk on its corporate risk register, undertaking regular 
vulnerability testing of its systems and ICT infrastructure, and 

undertaking a planned program of staff awareness exercises. Our security solution 
include XDR for end-point security, Cisco ISE for network security, Cisco umbrella 
for DNS security, Cisco ESA for mail security, Paloalto for internet security, Cisco 
firepower for datacenter security as well as Cisco DNA to manage the network 
devices configuration and updates.

Fire Protection
We use Novec fire protection fluid for 
datacenter that connected to PMS 
The FM-200 fire suppression systems are 
popular for being a “green” alternative to the 
previous Halon fire suppression systems. The 
clean FM-200 fire suppression systems are 
eco-friendly and actually have a zero Ozone 
Depletion Rate. When using an FM-200 fire 
suppression system, you won’t have to worry about hurting the environment.The 
FM-200 fire suppression system is one of the most technologically advanced 
fire protection systems on the market today. With its ability to protect your most 
valuable assets quickly and efficiently while being environmentally friendly, the FM-
200 fire suppression system is a must for any commercial business.
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gig-Egypt supports and believes in the concept of social solidarity in implementation 
of its policy that corresponds with the goals of global sustainability goals in order 
to achieve the first goal which is “Life without poverty”. gig-Egypt sent a convoy 
consisting of a team of volunteer employees from different departments, and in 
cooperation with Misr Association for culture and 
community development to distribute blankets 
in one of the association’s branches of “El 
Zelzal dwellings” in Ain Helwan. More than 150 
families of the neediest families received blankets 
in fun atmosphere. The officials of the center 
participated in the distribution to handover the 
beneficiaries. At the end of the day, the convoy 
took souvenir photos of the participants as there 
were little sports champions in Karate and martial 
arts among some the families also received 
blankets.

The Orman Society provides seasonal assistance, 
which is: distributing sacrificial meat, Ramadan 
cartons, winter blankets, and participating in 
the Orphan’s Day. In addition to the work of 
development projects for the incapable of 
widows and without income, such as: kiosks and 
livestock heads, and providing loans to finance 
various development projects, whether industrial, commercial or service, and in the 
medical field that supports heart and eye operations, and the delivery of prosthetic 
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gig-Egypt initiated:
Plastic bags are made from petroleum products. Production of plastic takes 60-100 million 
barrels of oil from the world’s petroleum reserves. Plastic food world’s petroleum reserves. 
Plastic food storage packages have toxic chemicals. Studies have shown that meals that 
are eaten or heated in plastic bags result in the development of ulcers, asthma, obesity, 
and certain cancers. This is attributed to the fact that plastic bags have some chemicals 
that will mix with the meal when heated. One of these chemicals 
is Bisphenol-A (BPA).This helps to make plastic more flexible and 
durable, this chemical contributes to serious health risks, especially 
when it comes in contact with food. Studies on animals  high doses 
of BPA have the potential damage to reproductive development 
and functions. Studies have also shown  excessive amounts of 
BPA in their system have  various serious health issues : diabetes, 
liver toxicity, and heart disease. This chemical can be detrimental 
effects on the brain. Toxic chemicals are released during plastic 
manufacturing

Ingredients of plastic bags include a plethora of neurotoxic, carcinogenic, and hormone-
disruptive chemicals, eventually end up in our ecosystem through the land, water, and air 
pollution. The major impact of plastic bags on the environment is that it takes many years to 
for them to decompose. In addition, toxic substances are released into the soil when plastic 
bags perish under sunlight and, if plastic bags are burned, they release a toxic substance 
into the air causing ambient air pollution. Death of animals.Plastic bags kill about 100,000 
animals annually. Many animals, including whales, dolphins, turtles, penguins, and dolphins, 
ingest plastic bags as they mistake them food.
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gig-Egypt co-opertation with Plastic Bank.

Plastic bags are made from petroleum products. Production of plastic takes 60-100 million 
barrels of oil from the world’s petroleum reserves. Plastic food world’s petroleum reserves. 
Plastic food storage packages have toxic chemicals. Studies have shown that meals that 
are eaten or heated in plastic bags result in the development of ulcers, asthma, obesity, and 
certain cancers. This is attributed to the fact that plastic bags have some chemicals that will 
mix with the meal when heated. One of these chemicals is Bisphenol-A (BPA).This helps 
to make plastic more flexible and durable, this chemical contributes to serious health risks, 
especially when it comes in contact with food. Studies on animals  high doses of BPA have 
the potential damage to reproductive development and functions. Studies have also shown  
excessive amounts of BPA in their system have  various serious health issues : diabetes, 
liver toxicity, and heart disease. This chemical can be detrimental effects on the brain. Toxic 
chemicals are released during plastic manufacturing

Ingredients of plastic bags include a plethora of neurotoxic, carcinogenic, and hormone-
disruptive chemicals, eventually end up in our ecosystem through the land, water, and air 
pollution. The major impact of plastic bags on the environment is that it takes many years to 
for them to decompose. In addition, toxic substances are released into the soil when plastic 
bags perish under sunlight and, if plastic bags are burned, they release a toxic substance 
into the air causing ambient air pollution. Death of animals.Plastic bags kill about 100,000 
animals annually. Many animals, including whales, dolphins, turtles, penguins, and dolphins, 
ingest plastic bags as they mistake them food.

SOLIDPLASTICPAPER
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Plastic manufacturing has steadily increased since first manufactured 100 years ago. In 
1950, 2.3 million tons were produced; in 2015, a staggering 448 million tons. By 2050, this 
rate is expected to double. Little recycling is done in many Asian or African nations. The U.S. 
only recycles about 9% of the plastic used. Each year, 8 million tons of plastic escape, or 
are dumped, into the ocean. The debris forms huge whirlpools. At the present rate, by 2050, 
the mass of plastic will outweigh the total mass of fish. It kills up to 1,000,000 sea birds and 
100,000 marine mammals annually and does irreparable harm to the ocean ecosystems. 
And it reaches and affects us. Ocean plastic breaks down into tiny particles that can be 
consumed by small animals at the base of the food chain.  

It eventually gets into our food supply. The vast majority of plastic 79% is not recycled. It’s 
accumulating in landfills or sloughing off into the soil as litter. If present trends continue, by 
2050, there will be 12 billion metric tons of plastic in landfills. At some point, much of it ends 
up in the oceans, the final sink. Plastic is everywhere; it’s durable and cheap. It’s replaced 
the glass, cloth, and wood in many of our everyday items. Think about the plastic shopping 
bags, bottles, and straws we use only once and then throw away. And plastic is certainly 
more convenient—no containers to bring shopping with you, no return of glass bottles. 

But we pay a price for the convenience. Plastic is a synthetic product never found in nature. 
It requires oil to make and it releases toxic substances into the environment. It is not easily 
recycled or reused. In fact, it persists indefinitely. After hundreds of years, it breaks into 
smaller and smaller particles that enter our food chain, carrying toxic substances with them.
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Energy, good governance, and sustainable economic development :These factors are 
supported in the public sector for the achievement of peace, security and lowering 
poverty levels. Public and Private Partnerships (PPP) to expand the economy to 
create jobs.Partnerships with local NGO’s do have a positive impact on PPP. 

gig-Egypt is a memeber of the American Chamber of Commerce in Egypt Mission 
(Statement): To Promote Trade and Investment between 
Egypt and the United States AmCham Objectives: To 
promote the development of commerce and investment 
between the United States and Egypt. To be a direct liaison 
with the Chamber of Commerce of the United States and 
other chambers of commerce and business organizations, and to express the views 
of the local American business community to public and private interests in the 
United States. To provide a forum in which American business executives in Egypt 
and Egyptian business executives with American interests 
may identify, discuss and pursue common interests 
regarding their activities.  To work with individuals and 
organizations in Egypt on matters of mutual interest.” The 
British Egyptian Business Association (BEBA) is a non-governmental, non-profit 
organization, serving the interests of the British/Egyptian business community. BEBA 
was established in 1996 with 100 members. Today, it has over 700 members, 
covering a broad cross-section of leading British and Egyptian corporations and 
individuals. BEBA offers a wide range of services to its members, such as opening 
channels of communication between British and Egyptian businesses.

gig-Egypt offers up-to 10% discount on it’s 
products to the above partners. gig-Egypt  is 
the only insurance company in Egypt rated 
internationally by two international rating 
agencies: A.M. Best and Moody’s. An exclusive 
discount for groups and individuals on medical, 
cancer, funeral expenses, personal accident, 
travel care, home secure, fire/burglary/property, 
motor, inbound tourism, and marne(inland/hull, 
cargo, aviation), oil-gas and petrochemicals, 
engineering and trade credit insurance. gig-Egypt works closely with the FRA 
Financial Regulatory Authority in approvals of products to benefit business & the 
public.
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Mr.Alaa El Zoheiry is the Chairman of the IFE.

The Insurance Federation of Egypt (IFE) is a non-
profit consortium of insurance companies, reinsurance, 
and insurance associations licensed to operate in 
the Arab Republic of Egypt (FRA) . The IFE fosters 
scientific and cultural ties and social relations between 

companies and their 
member associations 
and the General 
Authority for financial 
control and other government agencies and NGOs, 
as well as examine the technical basis of price and 
compensation.

gig Egypt works closely with the FRA -in obtaining approval of all  insurance 
products which benefit Business and Individuals. 

What is the FRA in Egypt?  

The Financial Regulatory Authority (FRA) was established by Law no. 10 of 2009. 
The FRA is responsible for supervising and regulating non-banking financial markets 
and instruments, including Capital Market, Futures 
Exchanges, Insurance Activities, Mortgage Finance, 
Financial Leasing, Factoring, and Securitization.
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